1. Introduction. A Künneth Formula for Whitehead Torsion and the algebraic K\ functor was derived in [l] , [2] . The formula reads as follows. Let A be a ring with unit and A [T] be the finite Laurent series ring over A. Then, there is an isomorphism
K\A[T]=K\A ®KOA@LI(A,
T) where L\{A, T) are generated by the images in KxA [T] of all 7+(/ ±1 -l)j8, with /3 a nilpotent matrix over A. On the other hand, a group C(A, a) was introduced by one of the authors in his thesis [3] , [4] in order to study the obstruction to fibring a manifold over S 1 . The group C(A, a) is the Grothendieck group of finitely generated projective modules over A with a semilinear nilpotent endomorphisms where a is a fixed automorphism of A. The structure of C(A, a) suggests its close relation with the above Künneth Formula. This relation gradually became clear to us after we wrote the joint paper [5] . Since fibring a manifold over S l is a codimension one embedding problem, one expects a good geometric interpretation of the above formula in terms of the obstruction to finding a codimension one submanifold.
In this note, we announce this interpretation which will make the relationship of [l], [2] and [3] , [4], [5] even clearer. In order to put our geometric theorems in a more natural setting, we generalize the Künneth Formula to i?i^4 a [r] where a is an automorphism of A and A a [T] is the a-twisted finite Laurent series ring over A. This generalization is given in §2.
This note is an attempt to understand more about nonsimply connected manifolds and the functors K^ Ki. A systematic account will appear later. We are indebted to W. Browder for calling our attention to the codimension one embedding problem. [T] induces the exact sequence [2] , [6] (1)
The group J£i$(i), and the homomorphisms q, d are described as follows. An element in K&(i) is represented by a class [P, a, Q] where P, Q are finitely generated projective modules over A a [t] and we can find t n (n^O) such that L t n oa(P)CQ where £*» is the left multiplication 2 by t n . Let / and I\ be the subgroups of 2STii4 tt D] and WhG, respectively, generated by x -a*x for xÇzKiA a [t] or WhG, respectively. Using Lemma 1,1% can be considered as a subgroup of WhGO«Z"*\ 
THEOREM 1. (a) M(Lt n oa)~Q/L t n oa(P) is a finitely generated projective module over A and L t defines an a semilinear nilpotent endomorphism t on M(L t n o a).

)«« C(A, id), C(Z(G), a)«~C(Z(G), id). These sequences together with those for the inclusions ^«[r^JC^lT],
GOaZ~CGOaZ (where Z~* is the semigroup of nonpositive integers) lead to the Künneth Formula of [l], [2] mentioned in the introduction.
(
b) £(-4, a) a is always equal to €(A, a). (c) When A *=Z(G)
for G a finitely presented group, the sequences (5) are short exact by a geometric proof. We believe that they are always short exact.
(d) For a = id, the Künneth Formula is a generalization of Bott's periodicity [l], [2] .
Homotopic interpretation of p: KiA a [T]->C(A, a). Let C: C n -»Cn-i-» • • • ->G->CQ-*0 be a based free finitely generated chain complex over A a [t]. Then the basis of C induces a basis for C' = A a [T]@ A(x[t] C.
LEMMA 2. Let C and C' be given as above. Assume that C' is acyclic and Hi(C) « 0 i ?* s for 0 £ s g n, Proj dim ff^C) £ 1.
A a [t]
Then [H,(C), t] is in C(A, a) and £(r(C'))« (~iy[H 9 (C) f t] where r(C) EKxAa[T] is the torsion of C'.
Now, let (K; K\, Kz) be a triad of finite CW-complexes with TliK -GOaZ. Suppose that U1K2 is the normal subgroup G under the inclusion. Suppose that we can lift K 2 into the covering space X of K corresponding to G such that K 2 divides X into A and B with t(A)C.A where t now stands for a generator of the »-cyclic group of covering transformations. Assume that K\ is a deformation retract of K. Set Y to be the portion of X over K%. Assume further that (a) Ni. Now, suppose that such N 2 and g exist. Cut Mi and M 2 along Ni and N 2 , respectively, to form manifolds with boundaries 3?i and Td 2 such that both boundaries of Hi or H 2 are Ni or iVg, respectively. Let X and F be the covering space of M 2 and Mi corresponding to G, respectively. We can lift M 2 and 3?i into X and F, respectively, and find a covering mapfi: X->Ywhich sends the lifted image of H 2 into that of 3?i. Denote such a map 8 by h: H 2 -^"Mi. h induces a map h\ N 2 : Ni->Ni. They are homotopy equivalence, and hence the tor-
